Special case of a Gibbsian facet process on a fixed window with a discrete orientation distribution and with increasing intensity of the underlying Poisson process is studied. All asymptotic moments for interaction U-statistics are calculated and using the method of moments the central limit theorem is derived.
Introduction
In the present paper we use methods developed in [6] to calculate all moments of Gibbsian U -statistics of facets in a bounded window in arbitrary Euclidean dimension. These moments are used to derive the central limit theorem for such statistics. Central limit theorems for U -statistics of Poisson processes were derived based on Malliavin calculus and the Stein method in [5] .
Our calculation are based on the achievements in [1] , where functionals of spatial point processes given by a density with respect to the Poisson process were investigated using the Fock space representation from [3] . This formula is applied to the product of a functional and the density and using a special class of functionals called U -statistics closed formulas for mixed moments of functionals are obtained. In processes with densities the key characteristic is the correlation function [2] of arbitrary order which is dual to kernel function of the density as a function of the Poisson process.
As in [6] we call facets some compact subsets of hyperplanes with a given shape, size and orientation. Natural geometrical characteristics of the union of the facets, based on Hausdorff measure of the intersections of pairs, triplets, etc., of facets form U -statistics. Building a parametric density from exponential family, the limitations for the space of parameters have to be given, so called submodels are investigated. In application of the moment formulas we are interested in the limit behaviour when the intensity of the reference Poisson process tends to infinity.
We restrict ourselves to the facet model with finitely many orientations corresponding to canonical vectors. In [6] basic asymptotic properties of the studied U -statistics are derived. When the order of the submodel is not greater than the order of the observed U -statistic then asymptoticaly the mean value of the U -statistic vanishes. This leads to a degeneracy in the sense that some orientations are missing. On the other hand when the order of the submodel is greater than the order of the observed U -statistic then the limit of correlation function is finite and nonzero and under selected standardization U -statistic tends almost surely to its non-zero expectation. By changing the standardization, however, we achieve a finite non-zero asymptotic variance. In the present paper we simplify the calculation of moments so that we are able to calculate any asymptotic moment.
Central limit theorem
. . , e d } be a space of facets (facets are d − 1 dimensional cubes) with three parts: set of facet centres, possible sizes of facet and possible orientations of hyperplane containing facet, i.e. we consider only facet with fixed size and orientations correspoing only to elementary vectors. We denote η a finite Poisson process of facets with intensity function on Y in form
where we have fixed the facet size and uniform distribution of the facet orientation. We also define interaction U -statistics (using Hausdorff measure
and the process µ a with density p(x) = c a exp(νG d (x)) with respect to η a , a ≥ 1 and ν is a real parameter ν < 0. We will also use partition and diagram notation [4] , Π m l will be set of all partitions of m rows each with l elements, where each block of partition does not contain more than one element from each row and separate partitions will be denoted as σ.
as a tends to infinity, where
Lemma 1 It holds
where
} is space of facets with an orientation missing (we can select any orientation) andH
Proof of Lemma
The correlation function depends only on the number of selected l orientations among the facets (x 1 , . . . , x |σ| ), then correlation function is equal to
and thus we can write
where d |σ| is the number of all possible orientations, d l is the number of possible selections of used orientations and f (σ, l) represents the number of the possibilities, how to allocate l orientations, the facets centre distributions, the Hausdorff measure and most importantly it does not depend on the number of possible orientations, which we can select, because it works only with the already selected l orientations. This means that we do not need to calculate correlation function and we can omit it from the formula if we also omit one possible orientation and adjust the number of possible orientations
Proof of Main Theorem We will explore moments of the random variable
, which can be expressed as, of [1] 
where we used first moment calculation from [6] , the Lemma and
We are interested only in terms with higher or equal power than
because terms with lower power will tend to zero with increasing a, i.e. partitions fullfilling condition |σ|
. Also we do not have to examine odd moments, because there is not any summand with the power of a equal to power of divisor d − k − 1 2 m, thus they can be only zero or infinite, therefore if we prove that all even moments tend to some finite value, then all odd moments are equal to zero.
, which has no pure singleton rows, i.e. each row is connected to another by some block of this partition. There are partitions σ u ∈ Π u d−k , u > s, which have only addtional singleton rows compared to σ s and it holds
because the singleton rows can be separated into another integral which can be calculated in the same way as the expectation. We can see that all partitions which have additional singleton rows compared to σ s contain common term (5). When we sum over all such partitions and omit the common term we get
where l s is number of partitions are same as σ s but with additional l − s singleton rows. In this way we can cancel out all relevant partitions with at least one pure singleton row or which does not belong to partition Π 
